Inefficient translation of T7 late mRNA by Bacillus subtilis ribosomes. Implications for species-specific translation.
Bacillus subtilis 30 S subunits inefficiently recognize initiation sites in mRNAs from Gram-negative bacteria, but they are able to efficiently recognize initiation sites in mRNA derived from Gram-positive bacteria. McLaughlin et al. (McLaughlin, J. R., Murray, C. L., and Rabinowitz, J. C. (1981) J. Biol. Chem. 256, 11283-11291) have suggested that B. subtilis ribosomes require a strong Shine-Dalgarno sequence for translation initiation. To test whether this criterion is sufficient to explain the translational specificity of B. subtilis ribosomes, T7 late mRNA, which contains strong Shine-Dalgarno sequences before many of the late genes (Dunn, J. J., and Studier, F. W. (1983) J. Mol. Biol. 166, 477-535), was translated in vitro with both Escherichia coli and B. subtilis ribosomes. The identification of several of the in vitro products upon gel electrophoresis indicated that B. subtilis ribosomes recognize correct translation initiation sites in late T7 mRNA, but they do not translate these products efficiently. Competition experiments demonstrated that late T7 mRNA does not inhibit B. subtilis ribosomal translation of B. subtilis derived mRNA (from the bacteriophage phi 29). It is concluded that strong Shine-Dalgarno sequences may be necessary in B. subtilis translation initiation sites; however, additional determinants of initiation which differ from those found in the translation initiation sites of E. coli mRNAs must exist.